Inverse kinematics is a fundamental problem for articulated robots: fast and accurate algorithms are needed for translating task-related workspace constraints and goals into feasible joint configurations. In general, inverse kinematics for serial kinematic chains is a difficult nonlinear problem, for which closed form solutions cannot be easily obtained. Therefore, computationally efficient numerical methods that can be adapted to a general class of manipulators are of great importance. In this paper, we use convex optimization techniques to solve the inverse kinematics problem with joint limit constraints for highly redundant serial kinematic chains with spherical joints in two and three dimensions. This is accomplished through a novel formulation of inverse kinematics as a nearest point problem, and with a fast sum of squares solver that exploits the sparsity of kinematic constraints for serial manipulators. Our method has the advantages of posthoc certification of global optimality and a runtime that scales polynomially with the number of degrees of freedom. Additionally, we prove that our convex relaxation leads to a globally optimal solution when certain conditions are met, and demonstrate empirically that these conditions are common and represent many practical instances. Finally, we provide an open source implementation of our algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many common robots (e.g., manipulator arms and snakelike robots) can be modelled as kinematic chains: rigid bodies connected by revolute joints that constrain robot motion to a specific workspace. The motion of these robots is also constrained by joint limits or user and task-specified workspace constraints on positions or orientations of links. Planning and controlling motion therefore requires solving the inverse kinematics (IK) problem: finding configurations of the kinematic chain that satisfy a set of kinematic constraints. A wide variety of techniques have been developed with the goal of solving IK for specific types of kinematic chains, such as manipulators with up to six degrees of freedom (DoFs). However, generic solvers mostly rely on nonlinear optimization techniques, which typically solve the problem locally around an initial 'seed' configuration. Due to their local nature, these solvers cannot guarantee a feasible solution will be found, and as such may lead to the false conclusion that a problem is infeasible.
Kinematic chains are often parametrized using joint angles as variables, generating an IK problem comprised of † Denotes equal contribution. System diagram summarizing our approach. We parameterize manipulator kinematics with joint locations, leading to a QCQP problem formulation. This allows us to leverage polynomial optimization techniques to get certifiably globally optimal solutions or certificates of infeasibility.
nonlinear trigonometric equations. However, alternative parameterizations exist, which result in the kinematic equations taking on forms suitable for solution with a wider variety of mathematical tools. Porta et al. [1] show that IK can be formulated as a special case of the Distance Geometry Problem (DGP) [2] , which consists of finding points that satisfy a given set of assigned distances. Semidefinite programming (SDP) and sum of squares (SOS) relaxations are convex optimization techniques that have been used to solve the DGP in the domains of sensor network localization (SNL) [3] , [4] and protein folding [5] . In this paper, we demonstrate that the DGP in [1] can be represented as a quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP), which can be extended to include other constraints such as joint limits. The main contributions of our work are: 1) a polynomial formulation of IK with joint limit constraints, which admits provably tight SDP relaxations for problem instances which meet a criterion we characterize; 2) a fast solution method for our formulation that uses a sparse SOS solver; and 3) an open source implementation and experimental analysis of our algorithm in MATLAB. 1 II. RELATED WORK In this section we review the two fields at whose intersection our paper lies: inverse kinematics and global polynomial optimization.
A. Inverse Kinematics
Due to its widespread use, IK is a subject of intense research focus with an abundance of relevant literature, which we can only briefly summarize in this paper; see [6] for a recent, in-depth survey. Classical theoretical results [7] show that a general 6-DoF spatial kinematic chain has up to 16 configurations corresponding to any given feasible endeffector pose. In such cases, closed form solutions can be found analytically using various parametrizations [8] - [10] , and software libraries such as IKFast [11] can be used to rapidly generate feasible configurations. One downside of these approaches is that they only account for other kinematic constraints (such as joint limits) as a post-processing step. Moreover, for spatial (planar) kinematic chains with more than six (three) DoFs there exist an infinite number of solutions for any given end-effector pose, which means the state space for the redundant DoFs needs to be enumerated in a discrete and computationally expensive fashion.
When solutions cannot be obtained analytically, numerical methods are often used. So-called closed-loop IK (CLIK) techniques use the Jacobian's (pseudo)inverse to apply differential kinematics in a closed-loop fashion, viewing IK as a feedback control problem [12] . Moreover, CLIK methods using variants of damped least squares [13] and nullspace optimization [14] provide numerically stable redundancy resolution for up to several hierarchical criteria. Nonconvex nonlinear optimization techniques such as sequential quadratic programming [15] iteratively generate convex subproblems, which can be efficiently solved. These numerical methods do not provide any global optimality or feasibility guarantees, however, and therefore may require a large number of initializations to retrieve a feasible solution. The authors of [16] use a piecewise-convex relaxation of the SO(3) group to formulate the constrained IK problem as a mixed integer linear program (MILP). They show that, unlike local optimization, their method requires no initialization and can provide a global certificate of infeasibility when a solution cannot be found. Without approximating the SO(2/3) group, our approach utilizes the theoretical result from [17] to derive a tight SOS relaxation of IK for planar and spatial spherical kinematic chains, while retaining the ability to certify the global infeasibility of the problem. Moreover, our SOS relaxation leverages the innate sparsity pattern of the kinematic model to efficiently scale to a high number of DoF.
B. Global Polynomial Optimization
Optimization problems with polynomial cost and constraints are amenable to a host of convex relaxations that provide globally optimal solutions or bounds on the minimum cost. These methods include SDP relaxations for QC-QPs [18] , as well as the broader class of global polynomial optimization techniques known as SOS programming [19] , [20] . While SOS programming technically involves solving an SDP, we will reserve the term "SDP relaxation" for relaxations of the form described in Section IV-C. Convex relaxations of polynomial optimization problems have found success in applications spanning signal processing, finance, control theory, and state estimation [21] - [23] .
The literature on convex relaxations for SNL is closely related to the techniques developed in this paper. Most work focuses on the performance of SDP formulations for localization problems where noisy measurements of inter-sensor distances are provided [24] . In this paper, we seek to solve inverse kinematics, where 'measurements' are the distances between points of the kinematic chain. Thus, our approach is more closely related to the analyses of the noise free SNL problem found in [3] and [4] , which demonstrate tightness of SDP and SOS relaxations, respectively. However, our work employs joint angle limits unique to robotics problems such as manipulation and uses a novel nearest-point formulation that has theoretical guarantees for relaxation tightness [17] . Convex relaxations of polynomial optimization problems have been utilized in a variety of planning and control algorithms. In [25] , convex obstacle-free regions of space in cluttered environments are efficiently generated via two alternating optimizations. This approach is used in [26] and [27] to create SOS constraints enforcing collision-free trajectories in a mixed-integer planning approach to quadrotor flight. In [28] , admissible heuristics for kinodynamic path planning problems are constructed with a SOS approximation method. In [29] , chance-constrained formulations of optimization problems are introduced and solved via SOS programming. These methods are applied to problems in robotic motion planning and control to design trajectories with bounded collision probabilities [30] , [31] . Our algorithm, while not solving the entirety of a path planning or control problem, is complementary to these works and holds promise as a means of extending various planning methods to complex, high-dimensional kinematic models.
III. KINEMATIC MODEL
In this section, we build on [1] to devise a model of the kinematic chain for which the IK problem can be formulated as a QCQP. The resulting QCQP admits an SDP relaxation [18] , for which we provide sufficient conditions for tightness in Section IV-C. We also comment on the sparsity pattern of the constraints, which allows us to derive an efficient sparse SOS relaxation (see Section V-B for details). For clarity, we restrict our analysis to planar and spatial serial kinematic chains with N spherical joints connected by N straight rigid links. However, the model presented here admits complex kinematic chains that include industrial and parallel manipulators [1] .
We begin by representing key points in the kinematic chain as vertices of a graph embedded in R d≥2 . In Fig. 2 , we can see that each joint of the chain is represented by a vertex x i ∈ R d≥2 , i = 1, 2, . . . , N , with the vertices x 0 and x N corresponding to the base and the endpoint respectively. Note that the full set of joint angles can be geometrically recovered from this representation.
A. Distance Constraints
We can restrict the distance between two vertices x i and x j to some range D ij = [D ijmin , D ijmax ] by introducing the non-convex quadratic constraint,
which can be used to model the kinematic chain structure by constraining the distances between joints. We can model rigid links by reducing the range D i,i+1 to a single value l i+1 , corresponding to the length of the link between two consecutive joints at x i+1 and x i . This results in an equality constraint, which restricts the distance between two joints to match the length of the link connecting them:
Without additional constraints, the vertex x i+1 is restricted to an S d−1 sphere of radius l i+1 , centered at x i . This corresponds to an unconstrained spherical joint in R d .
B. Position Constraints
The distance of any vertex from a fixed point in R d (or anchor) a k can be restricted to the range
Similarly to Eq. (2), collapsing the range D ik in Eq. (3) to 0 restricts the position of a vertex x i to the point a k :
This allows us to define the base position by constraining x 0 , as well as the exact pose (position and orientation) of the final link by constraining x N −1 and x N .
C. Angle Constraints
The angle θ i of any joint x i with respect to its parent joint x i−1 is commonly limited by mechanism design. In Fig. 3 , the unit vectorsẑ i = 1 li (x i − x i−1 ) andẑ i+1 are related to joint angle θ i and limit α i . Applying the cosine law leads to the equivalence
which can be used to enforce joint limit constraints symmetric with respect to the previous link, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In [32] , it is noted that quadratic constraints can also be used for non-symmetric angle ranges smaller than 180 • Note that the constraints described in this section form a sparsity pattern: the position of any joint x i only appears in constraints with nearby joints x i−k and x i+k for k ≤ 2. In Section V-B we explain how this sparsity can be exploited by an SOS solver to efficiently find IK solutions. This kinematic model can also be extended to include other quadratic constraints such as collision avoidance, which we plan to explore in future work.
IV. INVERSE KINEMATICS FORMULATION
In this section, we cast IK as an optimization problem seeking the feasible configuration whose joints are closest to some target positions in the workspace. This nearest point formulation of IK allows us to prove Theorem 2, which sheds light on the globally optimal performance of our convex relaxations.
A. Algebraic Variety of Feasible Configurations
The variety Y of a set of polynomial equations f i (y) = 0 is the set of real-valued solutions satisfying those equations:
In order to define the set of all kinematically feasible N -link chains that connect the origin in R d to a desired end position x N as a variety, we need to express the inequalities representing angle constraints from Section III-C as equalities. To this end, we introduce N auxiliary variables s i [33] and note that any inequality constraints satisfy the equivalence
We will use x ∈ R d(N −1) to denote the concatenation of 'interior' joints x i , i = 1, . . . , N − 1, and s ∈ R N to denote the column vector of auxiliary s i variables. We can now define our kinematically feasible set as the algebraic variety Y IK := {y ∈ R n : g i (x) = h i (y) = 0, i = 1, . . . , N }, (8) where n = d(N − 1) + N and y = [x T s T ] T , and
To summarize, the variety Y IK is the feasible set for a particular instance of IK parameterized by the number of DoFs N , the link lengths l i , the angle limits α i , and the target pose of the final link x N . This formulation assumes, without loss of generality, that x 0 = 0.
B. Nearest Point Problem
For redundant manipulators, Y IK contains infinitely many solutions for nearly all target positions x N . The set described by variety Y IK is high-dimensional and nonconvex. In order to find solutions, we will cast IK as the problem of finding the nearest point y ∈ Y IK to some reference point ξ ξ ξ ∈ R n . Since the squared Euclidean distance is used for the cost, and Y IK is a quadratic variety, this allows us to cast IK as a quadratically constrained quadratic program (QCQP):
where ξ ξ ξ = [x T 0 s T 0 ] T ∈ R d(N −1)+N . Note that the cost also includes the squared distance between the auxiliary variables s i and their reference points s 0,i in ξ ξ ξ.
C. Proof of Strong Duality
In this section, we prove that for many instances of the problem in Eq. 10 (Problem 10), the convex SDP relaxation is tight, and therefore we can find a global optimum of Problem 10 in polynomial time with interior point solvers. We refer the reader to [21] and [17] for detailed discussions of tightness, strong duality, and SDP relaxations. We begin by stating Theorem 1 from [17] , which is a general result for nearest-point problems in polynomial optimization.
Theorem 1 (Nearest Point to a Quadratic Variety [17] ).
Consider the problem
where Y := {y ∈ R n :
Then there is zero-duality-gap for any ξ ξ ξ ∈ R n that is sufficiently close toξ ξ ξ.
Note that Theorem 1 references the duality gap, which is related to the Lagrangian dual relaxation. We use the fact that the zero-duality-gap property, also called strong duality, implies tightness of the SDP relaxation [17] . Since having access to an admissibleξ ξ ξ ∈ Y IK amounts to having solved the inverse kinematics problem already, we would like to be able to use an SDP relaxation of Problem 10 to obtain a valid solution by using a reference point ξ ξ ξ / ∈ Y IK . In general, most nonconvex problems do not exhibit strong duality. Problem 10 contains non-convex link length constraints, making the existence of tight SDP relaxations a non-trivial and useful property.
Theorem 2 (Strong Duality). Ifξ ξ ξ ∈ Y IK does not represent a fully extended configuration (i.e., the joint positions are not all collinear), and does not have any joints at their angular limits for specified base and goal positions, then Problem 10 exhibits strong duality for all ξ ξ ξ sufficiently close toξ ξ ξ.
The proof of Theorem 2 can be found in our supplementary material. In Section VI, we demonstrate that the tightrelaxation region for instances of Problem 10 is substantial and randomly sampling ξ ξ ξ is a practical strategy.
V. SOS PROGRAMMING
Sum of squares (SOS) programming is an approach for solving polynomial optimization problems with convex optimization. The standard SOS relaxation hierarchy [19] , [20] is equivalent to the Lagrangian dual relaxation with particular redundant constraints added [17] . These redundant constraints can only make the relaxation tighter. Combined with the fact that the Lagrangian dual relaxation is a lower bound of the SDP relaxation of Problem 10, this tells us that the standard SOS hierarchy shares the stability property proved in Theorem 2. This work uses the Sparse-BSOS method of [34] , a recent sparse extension of [35] , which introduced a SOS hierarchy that is less computationally costly than the standard SOS hierarchy in many cases, while remaining just as tight for QCQPs.
A. Sparse-BSOS
For a complete treatment of the Sparse-BSOS hierarchy, please refer to [34] . Briefly, we are interested in solving Problem 10 in the equivalent form
where K = {y ∈ R n |0 ≤ g j (y) ≤ 1, j = 1, . . . , m} is a semialgebraic set equivalent to Y IK in Section IV-A, and f (y) = y − ξ ξ ξ 2 . The key insight of SOS optimization is that this problem (and other polynomial optimization problems) can be solved as a semidefinite program (SDP) with Positivstellensatz results from real algebra [19] , [22] . Many SOS relaxation hierarchies have been developed, but we use the sparse bounded-degree SOS (Sparse-BSOS) hierarchy of [34] because it leverages the natural sparsity of kinematic chains. The method enforces f (y) − t ≥ 0 by introducing the function 
where λ λ λ contains the coefficients λ αβ ≥ 0 indexed by α and β, and the parameter d allows us to restrict the number of monomials used to construct h d . Now we seek to optimize t = sup t,λ λ λ {t|f (y) − t − h d (y, λ λ λ) ≥ 0, ∀y, λ λ λ ≥ 0}, (15) where h d (y, λ λ λ) > 0 when y ∈ K (see [35] for details). Next, the problem is converted to an SDP by restricting the search to Σ[y] k , the set of SOS polynomials of degree at most 2k, which constitute a subset of nonnegative polynomials:
Each q k d describes a level of the BSOS hierarchy indexed by d and k [35] . Since Problem 10 is a QCQP, k = 1 in our use of the solver. Finally, to produce the Sparse-BSOS hierarchy we partition Problem 16 into smaller blocks of variables and relevant constraints. These subsets of variables must satisfy a sparsity property called the running intersection property (RIP).
B. The Running Intersection Property
In order for the Sparse-BSOS hierarchy to converge to the global optimum as d → ∞, the variables and functions involved must satisfy a sparsity property called the running intersection property (RIP) [34] . In describing the RIP we will use [k] to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , k} compactly. The RIP holds if there exists p ∈ N and subsets I l ⊆ [n] and J l ⊆ [m] for all l ∈ [p] such that:
I l ] for all j ∈ J l and l ∈ {1, . . . , p};
• p l=1 I l = [n];
• p
For the case of a 2D manipulator with only link length constraints, the partition consisting of overlapping pairwise joints satisfies the RIP. When joint limit constraints are introduced, overlapping triplets of joints are required. For redundant manipulators with many links, this partition amounts to an SDP with far fewer variables and constraints than a standard SDP or SOS relaxation would generate. The SDP produced by Sparse-BSOS has semidefinite constraints on variables of size O(n ) for k = 1, where n = max l n l and n l is the number of variables in I l [34] . For a d-dimensional manipulator using our nearest-point formulation of IK with a partition that satisfying the RIP, n = 3d + 1. Using the Sparse-BSOS hierarchy therefore requires less memory and runtime as compared with its dense equivalent, whose semidefinite constraint variables would be of size O(dN ) (where N is the number of degrees of freedom as in prior sections).
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present IK solutions for simulated planar (2D) and spatial (3D) manipulators. All experiments were conducted on a computer with a 2.2GHz Intel Core i7-8750H CPU. Please refer to the supplementary material for the kinematic chain link lengths and angle limits used in our experiments. The primary purpose of our experiments is to explore our global method and its theoretical guarantee (Theorem 2). We recognize that there may be local solvers that are competitive in some instances, but the focus of our work is on the global optimality properties of convex optimization methods. In order to keep our focus concise in this paper, we consider a full and thorough comparison that includes experiments on physical robots as part of a future, more comprehensive work.
A. Global Optimality
In Figure 4 , we display the rank-1 region of goal space in blue, which we denote R 1 (ξ ξ ξ) for various randomly sampled reference points ξ ξ ξ i (drawn in black). The red regions corresponds to goals that led to Sparse-BSOS solutions with rank greater than 1, whereas grey areas contain goals found to be infeasible. Since Sparse-BSOS solves a relaxation of the primal problem in 10, infeasibility in the relaxed problem's solution provides a certificate of infeasibility for the primal. Additionally, the existence of a rank-1 solution is a certificate of optimality for the extracted solution. Figure VI -A displays the union of the rank-1 regions for all 5 randomly sampled ξ ξ ξ i and almost covers the entirety of the feasible goal space.
B. Inverse Kinematics for 2D and 3D Serial Chains
Theorems 1 and 2 prove that by formulating IK as Problem 10, globally optimal solutions can be recovered in certain workspace regions using convex relaxations such as Sparse-BSOS. The experiment in Section VI-A demonstrates that such workspace regions are quite large even for complex kinematic chains like redundant spherical manipulators in two and three dimensions, which don't admit analytical solutions in the presence of joint limits. By solving 10,000 feasible IK problems, we demonstrate that our method (dubbed SOS-IK) outperforms a local numerical fmincon implementation of a joint angle-based IK solver in MAT-LAB in terms of percentage of recovered solutions, while also providing post-hoc numerical certificates of problem (in)feasibility. The results in Table I show the final final endeffector position error, percentage of feasible IK solutions found, and total computation time over all problems for manipulators with an increasing number of DoF.
The upper half of Table I shows results for planar manipulators of increasing DoF, where SOS-IK outperforms the local optimization in the percentage of solved problems for every problem instance. While the solve times for fmincon are significantly lower in the planar case, we note that our method has well-understood polynomial scaling properties which present themselves favourably for higher DoF and dimensionality. This can be seen in the in the case of a 12 DoF planar manipulator, where SOS-IK finds almost twice as many feasible solutions than fmincon, which falls into local minima. We show how this trend continues for spherical (3D) manipulators in the bottom of Table I . As DoF increases, solve times become comparable and SOS-IK outperforms fmincon in terms of the number of problems successfully solved. For more complex spatial chains with revolute joints, we expect this difference to be even more pronounced.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we developed a novel and elegant formulation and solution of the inverse kinematics problem for redundant manipulators. Our formulation of IK as a nearest point problem to a quadratic variety enabled us to prove the existence of problem instances admitting tight convex relaxations. Our use of convex relaxations provides certificates of global optimality alongside solutions. Our experiments demonstrated that the tight cases predicted by Theorem 2 encompass many practical situations which can be efficiently solved via standard interior point methods. Furthermore, we empirically demonstrated that convex relaxations are efficient tools for reliably determining the (in)feasibility of IK problems; this is in stark contrast to local solver-based methods that need frequent re-starts and sampling-based methods that scale inefficiently with the number of joints.
The tools presented in this paper hold promise for a variety of robotic manipulation and planning tasks. Careful selection of the nearest-point could be incorporated with task-specific goals like obstacle avoidance or low-energy motion planning. Methods for potentially extracting solutions from Sparse-BSOS solutions with rank greater than 1 warrant investigation. Additionally, theoretical tools developed in [17] and [36] could be used to precisely quantify the values of ξ ξ ξ and goal poses for which SDP relaxations of our problem are tight. Using our method as a sub-solver in a branch-and-bound or mixed-integer nonlinear programming approach to inverse kinematics similar to [16] also deserves attention as a means of incorporating complex obstacle avoidance constraints into a fast and efficient IK solver with performance guarantees.
Finally, the Sparse-BSOS solver used here is a generic MATLAB library that does not exploit structure specific to our problem or use performance optimizations available in lower-level languages. Faster performance could be achieved by considering a custom sparse SDP relaxation (e.g., similar to the one in [4] ) for sparsity patterns specific to IK.
For kinematic chains with tens or hundreds of degrees of freedom, it may also be fruitful to investigate the use of Burer-Monteiro methods [37] , which can require less time and memory, instead of standard interior point solvers.
Proof of Theorem 2
We begin by restating Theorems 1 [1] and 2 from the main paper. 
where Y := {y ∈ R n : f 1 (y) = · · · = f m (y) = 0}, f i quadratic. Letξ ξ ξ ∈ Y be such that rank(∇f (ξ ξ ξ))) = n − dimξ ξ ξ Y.
Theorem 2 (Strong Duality). Ifξ ξ ξ ∈ Y IK does not represent a fully extended configuration (i.e., the joint positions are not all collinear), and does not have any joints at their angular limits for specified base and goal positions, then the nearest point inverse kinematics QCQP in the main paper exhibits strong duality for all ξ ξ ξ sufficiently close toξ ξ ξ.
Proof. According to Theorem 1 in the main paper, it is sufficient to show that rank(∇f (ξ ξ ξ))) = n − dimξ ξ ξ Y IK holds. The number of variables n = d(N − 1) + N scales with dimension d ∈ {2, 3} and the
